Finding Reviews

Reviews serve as a literary critique of a book, article, essay, movie, etc. usually based on the item's content, form and style. From the reviewer's perspective, reviews are a way to analyze, summarize and interpret the content of the material. From the reader's perspective, reviews are a way to weigh the strengths and weaknesses of the item, better understand the significance of the item, and determine whether the item is worth reading. Reviews can be found in a variety of sources, such as magazines, journals and the internet. Be aware that reviews will differ in their level of scholarship and in their ability to be objective. Scholarly Reviews will focus less on summary and more on critical analysis of content and purpose, while less scholarly reviews will tend to be a mere repetition and summary of the material's content.

WorldCat (FirstSearch) or Worldcat.org can be used as an evaluation tool by looking at the number of libraries that own the item. If many libraries own it, it’s more likely to be well respected in the field. Also, looking at who owns the item can be a clue as to its scholarship that is, if mostly academic libraries own the item, it’s probably more scholarly than if mostly public libraries own it.

Resources for College Libraries (RCL) - Contains a core list of hand-selected print and electronic titles chosen by subject-expert editors and contributors. This database is used by academic librarians as a tool for identifying the best academic resources for their respective libraries; you can do the same for your research papers.

Book Reviews

General Book Reviews
- ACQWeb Directory of Book Reviews on the Web
- BookReporter
- BookReview
- The Guardian (UK)
- Los Angeles Times
- New York Times
- The Times (London)

Reviews of Scholarly Books
- Periodical Indexes – Many journals provide book reviews. When searching, limit the Document Type to Book Review; Entertainment Review; Film Review; Poetry Review; Product Review, etc. as available.
- CHOICE – A journal of reviews of academics books for libraries. Full-text online access is available through ProQuest Research Library
- ATLAReligion with Serials (EBSCO) – contains the Index to Book Reviews in Religion (IBBR). When searching, limit the Publication Type to “Review”

Christian Book Reviews:
- Challies Dot Com
- Christian Review of Books
- Discerning Reader

Philosophy Book Reviews:
- Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews

Science Book Reviews
- Science Magazine
Music Reviews

General Music Reviews
• Music-Critic
• Worldwide Music Internet Resources
• All Reviews CD & Music reviews
• Rolling Stone

Classical Music Reviews
• ClassicsToday
• Fanfare

Movie Reviews:
• Rotten Tomatoes
• Ain't it Cool News

Reviews of Web Resources:
• The Charleston Advisor - Critical reviews of Web Products for Information Professionals. All reviews are peer-reviewed by experienced librarians.
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